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ori~ginal rnxMUic1ationso
ON CERTAIN FUNCTIONAL DISEASES OF

TILE RETINA.
By 3. Z. LAURECNCE, F.R.C.S., M.B.Univ. Lond., Sur-

geon to the Ophthalmic Hospital, Southwark.
(Concludedfrom p. 037.1

I NOw come to speak of a very common form of
partial paralysis of the retina-a form characterised
by its excessively gradual and chronic character. I
mean that form which accompanies strabismus.* It
had been long known that persons who squinted suf-
fered also from defective vision. But this knowledge
was-and even now is-not so widely diffused as, in
the interests of humanity, it should be. A squint is,
even in these days, unfortunately too often regarded
as a mere personal deformity, which may, or may not,
according to the patient's position or prospects in
life, be well left to his own taste and discretion to be
cured or not.
That the exact nature of the paralysis of the retina

which accompanies squinting may be completely un-
derstood, I may be permitted to make a slight di-
gression, in inquiring whether there exists any pre-
disposing cause that, in the first instance, induces
the malady in question? In doing so, I shall limit
myself to the question as it affects the most ordinary
form of squint, that of a concomitant convergent
One.

It had been long known that there existed a defect
of the eye, which consisted in its possessing an unduly
high refractive power in proportion to the length of
its optic axs, and which constitutes the essence of
the optical defect known as short sight, or myopia.
But there is a second optical defect of the eye, which,
although its existence had been also long known,
had always been regarded as quite an exceptional
and uncommon form of optical anomaly. We
are indebted to the labours of Donders for teach-
ing us that this second anomaly is equally common
with myopia, if not more so, and of equal importance.
I mean hypermetropia; which I may briefly designate
as a deficiency of refractive power in the eye. My-
opia is correctd by a concave lens, hypermetropia
by a convex one. Now, it had further been inci-
dentally observed by various authors, that persons
who squinted inwards presented a peculiar form of
assumed "short-sight", which was remedied, not by
concave, but by convex glasses. I myself, some years
ago, published a paper on this subject in the Glasgow
Jledical Journat, entitled "On the Short-sight of
Squinters"; in which I adduced several cases of this
to me at that time inexplicable apparent contradic-
tion of facts. But after Donders had recognised the
widely spread diffusion of hypermetropia, he further
remarked that an overwhelming percentage of cases
of ordinary convergent squint was accompanied by
this optical defect. Subsequent researches have fully
proved the important fact, that hypermetropia is in
these cases the cause of the squint; that this latter
is a mere symptom in them, and no more a substan-
tial disease than are the eruptions of fever or small-
pox.

This was a most important step. The way in
which hypermetropia induces convergent strabismus

may be briefly alluded to. The eye is deficient in
refractive power; it would supplement this deficiency
if it could. Has it any intrinsic power of doing so ?
It has; in its power of increasing the convexity of
the crystalline lens by contraction of the ciliary
muscle. Now, in the healthy eye, this method of in-
creasing the refractive power of the eye is what we
all do when we wish to see near objects; it consti-
tutes what is known as the adjusting power of the
eye, or its accommodation. This accommodation,
however, we only normally exercise when we wish to
see a near object; this involves a second muscular
act, that of the internal recti muscles-we, in a
word, converge the eyes to the near object at the
same time that we accommodate their refractive power
to it. Thus, convergence and accommodation have,
probably from long association, become two almost
inseparably connected acts. If we converge the eyes,
we instinctively accommodate them; and if we wish
to accommodate the eyes, we must at the same time
converge them. Now, the hypermetropic eye, in re-
garding a near object, must accommodate two-fold:
firstly, to supplement its intrinsic deficient refrac-
tion; secondly, it has to exercise that normal
amount of accommodation that all eyes have to do
to overcome the divergence of the rays of light
emanating from near objects. It has then, on the
whole, to exert an unusual abnormally large amount
of accommodation; this excessive action is often as-
sociated with excessive convergence of the eyes. In
other words, the eyeballs, in many hypermetropic
eyes, to see a close object critically distinct, must
converge to a nearer point than that at which the
object is actually situated.
Hypermetropic eyes have two choices: imperfect

binocular vision or perfect monocular vision. When
the latter is attained, one eye necessarily converges
so powerfully inwards, as to deviate its optic axis (ma-
cula lutea) altogether away from the object which the
straight eye is regarding, and, by a power of mental
abstraction, ignores the images of any objects formed
on its retina. Of course, there remains still a resi-
duary evil-that of a, want of binocular vision; this
the patient has no further power of correcting. Why
most hypermetropic patients prefer imperfect defini-
tion to squinting, and what secondary circumstances
predisposeto the one or the otherstate,arepointswhich
it would lead us too far to discuss in the present paper.
The squint is, when it first takes place, not perma-
nent; but occurs only when the patient fixes his eyes
intently and attentively on any particular object.
I have met with several patients who were perfectly
conscious that they did squint under these circum-
stances. In one very striking instance of a man
aged 42, there existed a hypermetropia of ATL. This
man was always sensible of a. strong squint in the
one eye, whenever he wished to see an object dis-
tinctly. Moreover, what is an additional cogent
proof of the dependence of strabismus convergens on
hypermetropia, is that natural hypermetropics, who
ordinarily exhibit neither a periodic nor a permanent
squint, in many instances may be observed to do so,
if we cover one eye, when they accommodate for a
near object; the covered eye then often exhibits a
marked inward squint. And what is still more re-
markable, a normal eye made artificially hyperme-
tropic by a concave lens exhibits the same pheno-
menon.
To resume; the squint is then at first periodic,

and may at this stage be generally cured without an
operation, by convex glasses, prisms, or Javal's
stereoscopic method of ocular gymnastics.
In two cases of squint (both in myopic patients,

one a con- the second a di-vergent squint), the pa-
tients before the operation never could conceive what
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* This subject will be found more fully treated of in the tenth
chapter of my work on 2'Vie Optical Defccts of the Eye.
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amusoment peoplo conld finLl in lookingfltrough a:
stereoscope: they saw no difference, whether the
slides were in or out of the stereoscope. Blt rwithin
a few days these two patients were' agreoably sii'-
prised at then, for the first timie in their live,;, beingr
able to appreciate thOe beaultie-s of the stereoscope. T
now systemiiatically direct all paticnts on whom I
have operated for squint, to comminence, as soon as
possible, a regular daily course of stereoscopic prac-
tice. I prefer ordinary slides to Javal's wafers, as
the formier, by the amusemnent they afforJ, keep the
Datient uin to hiiS wolk-

I consider this a most importaint and interesting
supplement to the after-treatmnent of the operation
for squint,. indeed, I would go a, step further, and
sug,(est the stereoscope as a curative measure against
squinting- in its first (periodic) stage, correcting, at
the samne time any coincident optical defect. Thlat
most sagacious observer, our eminent Dr. Mackenzie,
has suggeste(l (in 18Xt54) the stereoscope aLs an use fulI
exerCise in di-vergent s(inilit. This limitation, I rc-
spectfully sulbit, is unnecessary. For, if I under-
stand the action of Brewster's stereoscope rightly, no
convergenice of the eyes enlsuei in its use. One
proof of this is, that myopic p)atients require their
reducing concave glasses to see a stereoscopic slidt
distinctly. One of the above patients reqtired as
highlI aL concave as a five-inch one; I myself require a,
ten-inch one. Another proof is direct observation.
Thaeves of persons looking through a stereoscope I
h alnways o1)servedI to be perfectlv central.

T'he idea of utilising the stereoscope for the above
j)Uiposos¢, mo11st., d1o0ubtless, laV0 ocCUrred to others.
I claim nio other mnerit, than thalt of' bringing the
method mnore l)roninently before the profession.

Aftetlr the operation for strabismus, the ten-
dency to squint still exists, and may reassert
ittielt' in all its formier intensity, if the patient do
lnot, at any rate for all elose work, usc proper convex
glasses.
CASE VII. I oporate(l, by douljlc tenotoiny, on a lboy

aged 11, for a concomitant convergent squint of the
right eye, both eyes being hypermletropie, and having
an acuteness or visioa (S) of about !. Wh'llen I saw
him about tlirtne weeks after the operation, I found
the squint biad recurred to the degree of W" in the
right eye, altlhough I was convinced I had performed
the tenotomy completely. I ordered him to wear his
1-16th inch convex neutralisig g-lasses. When I again
saw him three weeks later, and subsequently upwards
of three imontlhs afterwarls, the squint was quite
-cured, and had not retrnled.

In how many such Cases a second operation has
been unnecessarily perfbormed, from the operator's
impression that the muscle had not been "corn-
dletelv" divided in the first operation, I am not in a
position to say.

After the squint has persisted a considerable
length of time, it becomes confirmed. The eye turns
in, m(re or less, always; and froim this time forwards
its rision gradwally diobiitishcs. This arises, I believe,
fromna secondary change occurring in the retina of
the squinting, eye, which will now form the sulbject
of our further consideration, and which, indeed, has
in the first instance induced us to offer the previous
rather digressive explanation of the more intimate
nature of squinting. Hypermtetropia originates in a
congenital smallness of the eye, especially in its
antero-posterior axis; and, in a restricted sense, may
be regarded as an instance of congenital arrest of de.
velopmnent. It is not unnatural under these circuns-
stances to suppose that the retina participates in the
general want of formation; and this view is borne
out by facts. The acuity of vision is generally some-
what less than normal in all hypermetropic eyes (al-
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together apart fromn any exceptional co-existence of
atstigmatismn), and is markedly so in all the higher
degrees.

Trlie following table contains an analysis of the
aeuteness of vision in 112 liy)ernetropie eyes which
I have carefully examined during the last five years.

Acuity ot' Vision (S) in 112 HIypcrmrctropic E'ycs.
I)ccree cf Average Aclhtenless

I Iveruietrollia of Visioni.
Ito27, to ................................ -4-

-1,- I- -1~~~ (nearly)
.'-is1,

..2 6) .I- ...................
.................................................1 1

-1- I .. ............................ s'(ery

I had formerly been in the habit of using aInn-
hardt's and J:iger's types as the tests of the patient's
sight. In the above table, I have reduced them to
those of Snellen. In every case, with a very few ex-
ceptiuns, thleit vision has been tested by the paticnt's
power of reading the larger types when hie stoodl
exactly twenty (English) feet from them. For this
purpose I have employed Nos. 23 to 18 (inclusive).
A person (witlh his refraction corrected, if neces-

sary) reading:
At 20 feet, hns an Rcntenmss Of

visioni (S) of:
NT 0. 1 (J.iger) = xviri (Snellen) .. 21 t( = 1 1

,1' ,, =XXVI ,, .. ;%_<c (about)
,,20 ., =XXXVuI ,, ... _ (abouit)
2l(Mannhardt) XX ,, ... 7
22 ,, LXXXIV ,, . 4. t)
23 ,, =cc(about),, ...',,*

If these equatioim be not strictly true, still they
are lerlfectly a)plicable to the question I wish to
solve, which is one of a purely relative nature. A
glance at the table proves the important fact that
the acuity of vision (S) exhiibits a progressive diniinu-
tion as the derree of hypermetropia rises. This
woukld tend to show, that the imperfect developmiient
nf the retina proceeds pari passu with that of the eye-
ball generally.

Indeed, in one hypermetropic patient, I observed
an amblyopia quite equal in amount to that which
is, as I shall directly revert to, witnessed in an eye
which has squinted for miany years.
CASE viii. Thomas C., an Essex schoolmaster,

aged 67, consulted me in Augtust 1863, on account of
Ills having observed the sight of the righlt eye gra-
dually failin'g him for the previous six months. lIe
was so amblyopie ith this eye, that with or without
glasses he could read no type, however large, if it
were any distance off; but with a 9-inch convex
glass, he was able to read No. 18 (a very large type)
at cight inches. With the left, on the contrary, he
read No. 19 as I'r as twenty feet off with a 30-inch
convex Alass; and No. 1 (the most minute type) with
a 9-inch convex glass at eight inches off. There
existed then, firstly, a slight degree of hyperme-
tropia; and, secondly, a high degree of presbyopia.
In addition to the extremite amblyopia of the right

* WVhen 1 visited Professor 1)onders' clinique at UJtrethL i1 1800,
T copied, atnd subseqiiently had reprinted in London, it series of
lsare types, w*ith Which, lip to the time of Dr. Snellen's introducing
his improved test-types, I determined the far-point in patielnts. I
had always thought these large typeres were the ones JUger intro-
ducesi as supplementary to Lhe third edition of his well kmswts hook
of types. l3ut Dr. Snellen, in a recent communtication, informs mse
that Noe. 21, 22, ind 2:3, f tie ones I have for the last live yeaLrs
been using, are those of Dr. AMasInhardt of Hamburg. I have here
to express my obligation to l)r. Stiellen in assisting mia in foriting
the table of equivaletits to which this itote refers. In the calculia-
timis, I have neglected the fact that S (iecreases somew Lat, es)e-
cially in advatnced age. 'Ihis error is of no aecount, as bitt few of
the cases in the table are over forty years of age..
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eye, its field of vision was limited to a circumscribed
area around the yellow spot. Now, the interesting
fact in this case was, that both fundi oculi appeared
identical. In both, the optic papilla wtas bright at
its centre; in both, the clehroidal vessels were very
clearly seeen; in both, the direct ima-e was seen
wvithouit an eye-piece (hypormetropic retraction) ; in
neither, were any morb)i(d changes to be detected. In
a letter, dated Feb. 1st, 18,65, he writes men "Miy
right eye is no b)etter; my left as perfect as tever."

Dondersl has also remarked the diminution of the
Paculteness of vision ill hvperIuet'oi e'.e . Ito says
"that, even after the correction Of thle a;stigrmaj~tism
of the hypermetropia, the acuiteness of vision usuallly

uimains rather considerably below the normial." (():a
the Anomalies of Accommodation end Re'Ji;-(ttion (f the
Lye, ). 255.) Yet, when we cllme to intspect suc-h eyes
-vitli the ophlthalmosecope, we can detect nothing-
iaor1 ld (as we (1 in :all the higher(legrees of myopia),
if we except the low degree of refractive power of the
organ.

'rhe only explanation that I can give of the anibly-
opia in these cases is, as I have before s-aid, that the
retina is imperfectly developed -an hypothesis wN.hich
future anatomictal investigation may one daty verify;
but 'which the ophthalmoscope is at present power-
less in revealing. Adm-nitting such a lreClisposition
to imperfecet visual pereeiition, we mlight priod,pf) i
alSsinlle that, in :1i eve which hias not participated in
vision for perlhaps many years, the perceptive faculty
of the retina becomes so blunted, or altogether prac-
tically abolished, as to constitute in it what I venture
to designate as a condition of futetional paralysis, or
as Donders terms it, a "1 loss of physiological sensi-
bility through psychical exclusion", or inertia.
This assumuntion is fully borne out by facts. Of

thirty-three accurately observed cases of convergent
squint, in no fewer than twenty-six was the acutity
of vision of the squintingr eye less than that of'
the usually straight eye; the average ratio of' thleo
one to the other being indeed as low as 1 to 6.
What infliienee the age of the patient, the deg-ree
and dunration of the squint, the degree of the hyper-
mietropia, severally and jointly exert on the aculity of
vision, I am not in f position to say. One fact, how-
evieio, I can nouch for; t natis, t Onutter ifcnaeqhacy
of the oplithalmoscope in explaining this diminution
of vision-as in all the cases I have ever examined,
I never remember having seen anything. further
abnormal than a hypernietropic refraction of the
eye.

I think, then, we may fairly adimit some suchli pie-
disposincg case, as I have above suggested, to explain
the whole. case. For it is a well known fact that,
under other circiumstances, an eye may be excluded
fromi vision for years without ,any paralysis of the
retina ensuing. Mr. Soden relates a remarkable case
of the kind, in which he removed a clataract of
seventy-six years' standing, and the patient rogained
her sig-ht.*

I have myself operated on a similar ease.
CASE TX. Tlhomas B., a middle aged man, in the

employ of' an eulinent engineering firmn, consnltedI
me Ilst October, on account of the sight of' his riglit
eye having began to fail him for the last two mionths;
so that he cotuld not recoglise a person's features at
forty or fifty yards; buit I found he could road No.
212 at twenty feet, and that the eye was emioetiropic.
Focal illumination showed thatft-li iIvJl-lirIuent of
Vision wZas duie to cominacleirug cataract, tlieie beiiig
sever.al peripheral opat111e striic! in the lenis. OIn

examininr his other eye, I foundftlie pup)il loekel
l1p 'Y (lead white, p)erfectly opaque len; L1 ndUl ,

oni furthler inquiry, learnit that he h(Id b)e1ti lIb ltd/'
htisESt/ f,, MthIy/yeI)s, firon a tblion strilcil- it
when beating cover. He would not at first oi tr of
any operatio, on thie left, eye, as lie sa;il hle ws c n-
vineed that it was irrenlcdial)ly lost. llwcve lihe
had excellent perception of light with this eve I a,
last inlducedl him to submit to tan operatif> *(.',11 it.
This consisted in mly ;emoin nearly all thle
opaque capsutle with cannnla-forceps; but some lens-
illatter tlhat- ruemainied behind(l, set up riuat(ed at-tack~-s of slight recurrent iritis, for whiCh f pel-rf1,6 ,,ei
iridectfomy. rp'liese attacks at last coased; and he
regained sufllcient, vision with tire eye to enable him
to reco-nise objects readily and to read a large-sized
type (No. 16).

I have often been a.sked1 by pracLt-itioner., Do you
recoiuinend operating early for squint?1t Certainly, if
the squint be3 confirmed, as earlyTagaS p ~sile if t!h pa-
tient is not to lose the sight of the Siljuintil)ng eVye.
Such an unfortunately too conimon occurreneu entails
w' evils. In the first place, the patient loses bin-

oeultr vision-not so smulAlt l-..os;s as mnay b-ue inIta-
gined; and, wvhat is more important, should hel by
any chance lose the sight of his straight eye-a chance
to which a one-eyed lerson is especially liable from
his imperfect powe'r ot judging of distance-froin an
accident, friom inflammation, etc., he becomes re-
duced to a state of altogether irremiedial)le blindness.
A Case, of another kind however, in which this very
nearly happened, actually took place in a patient on
wvlioni I oter.ated.
CASE x. A woman, 44 years of age, hliad had for

nine monthls soft cataract in the right eye ; but,
as shi had the left eye sound to go on with, she
never troubled herself about the loss of sight in the
other eye. But on May 23rd, 1864, she met with a
very curious accident. She was a needle-womnan by
occupation, and had the habit of earryin her scissors
suspended round her waist by a piece of elastic. A
dogr, seeing the scissors dangling at her side, jumped
up in p)lay and snapped at theim; he did not succeed
in catching themn, but they rebounded fromi his mnothtl
and struck the patient's left eye. On exaniniing the
eye, I found a vertical linear wvouned of the cornea, a
wouind of the upper part of the iris, the anterior
chamnber filled with blood, the findus not illumini-
al)le, and( vision reduced to mnere perception of liglht.
In another ten days, the eyeball was so disorgan-
ised, that I was compelled to reniovc it; and shortly
afterwvards 1 lbean to endeavour to procure the ab-
sorption of the soft cataract in the right eye by re-
peated punctures, extending over a period of about
five months. The ultimate result has, fortunately for
her, turned out mnost brilliant. When I last, teited
her vision, Jan. 19th, 1865, she wvas able to real No. I
(Jiigrer) with her reading-glass ( + 3), -and xi, (Sn ellen)
at fifteen feet with helr d~istance-gltass (4-3). I ma'Ly
incidentally mention that, in this case, I adopted the
expe(lient of havinr the two lenses, for readinig, and
distance respectively, set in one (reversible) fri-tine-
.a pXactictd hint -vworthy of noting in till Cases of oper-
atted e-ataacts in which only one eye is used in
VisiOnl.

I shall, finally, advert to another and lisrinet
functional disease of the eye which h.ts been, very
propelly I conceive, termed by Dr. Huighlingr, Jack-
son e1upilepsy of the retina." Tt is - ellb'iratetolised
by trawisitory loss of' vision ; thle lptic nt lpaltially or
wholly loses his sight for a varying period. and then
L(rain recovers it in all its previous integrritv. Tlhe
oplithalmoscope reveals no morlbid condlitions of the
iml(luls oculi. In many eases, the p~atient lari pre-
viously suffered from grenuine epileptic sizlruc -,
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* \ rt at 1,n-t rf the preceiliw- rcinarks Oilon l ClCI-tcor 9tri81isii
-wrIkittei ori 'itII11/vfulr ' ijiS!iI 1 4:s1.-IS IIIC or I if. :t't'd I'! .I CIt iII
9ork o21 tile Iprlica.I Decto2's (tflite Lays.
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either amounting to actual fits, or only to an aura
epileptics.
The following are two of some instances which I

have seen of epilepsy of the retina.
CASE X[. Stephen P., aged 22, had had two years

before I saw him an attack of epilepsy, of which (he
said) the effects lasted for three days. On recover-
ing, he found the left eye closed (ptosis), and he
could not open it for seven days. From that time,
he had had no further fits. He did not remember
his sight failing him for any time, or immediately
before the fit. What he now complained to me of
was, that about once a week or fortnight he would
lose his sight for a time, but that he recovered it
again. I found that he was amblyopic with the left eye,
and appeared to be slightly myopic with both. With
the ophthalmoscope, I detected neither a hyperine-
tropic nor a myopic refraction of the eye; the optic
discs were reddish, their contours rather ill-defined;
the vessels wvere rather small; there was an appear-
ance of tension in the internal tissues.
CASE xIT. A man, aged 21, a year ago, whilst at

work, found a " mist" come over his eyes sufficiently
dense to obscure objects around him. He has ever since
been subject to these attacks every four or five weeks.
They last for from five minutes to half an hour at a
time; the average being a quarter of an hour. During
an attack, he can see %is way about, and even read
with difficulty. Hle has never had any fits, but occa-
sionally feels giddy. After one of his attacks, he feels
sickish and has a headache.

I am quite aware how imperfect is the above
sketch that I have ventured to offer on these obscure
functional impairments of the retina. It is necessarily
so, from the comparatively slight amount of atten-
tion the subject has hitherto commanded. Imperfect
as it is, I trust, however, that it may prove suffici-
*ntly suggestive to induce others to follow up what
I cannot help considering as a most interesting and
important study, not only for the ophthalmologist,
but for all who arc interested in the investigation of
disease generally.

CARCINOMA OF TIHE STO.MACH.
:By JOHN RICHARD WARDELL, M.D., M.R.C.P., Phy-

sician to the Tunbridge Wells Infirmary.
[Concluded from page CTP.]

To attempt to assign any real or regular cause of
cancer, would be at the best but a vain endeavour;
and all that we can assert, in the present state of our
knowledge, are mere hypotheses and vague surmises,
which are either not borne out, or are absolutely re-
futed, by the facts which accumulated cases present.
We know, however, that some occult cause, whatever
it maoy be, effects a very potent change in the fluids;
that it institutes some morbid condition of the blood
capable of favouring the genesis of those flagrant
ceil-growths known as malignant. We see this con-
dition in persons whose bodily conformation and ex-
ternal appearances arc most opposite; sometimes in
the ruddy and muscular, as well as in the pale and
attenuated. The belief of many that it is an here-
ditary disease is a creed which has lone been enter-
tained, and one that is becoming still more preva-
lent; for certain it is that, in many instances, other
members of a family are, upon inquiry, found to
have died of the same disease. Nor is the acknow-
ledgment of this transmission by inheritance at all
inconsistent with what we know of the vital proper-
ties of the organism. Absolute cancerous material
cannot be transmitted with the germ; but some
hidden, inscrutable impress is transmissible, which
impress at a remote period favours the development
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of that product; and we must confess that it cannot
be entirely divested of any material relations. We
know that other diseases, as tuberculosis, gout, in-
sanity, are hereditary; and there is no reason why
the cancerous diathesis should not be transmitted in
like manner. That constitutional tendency is, how-
ever, very greatly promoted or retarded by the opera-
tion of external agencies; and there is no doubt that a
high state of civilisation conduces to its progress
and results. With the exception of the uterus, there
is no organ so prone to cancer as the stomach; nu-
merical data in our own and other countries having
abundantly attested this fact. Men are more de-
cidedly prone to it than women, probably on account
of their more intemperate habits, greater exposure
to vicissitudes of temperature, and greater mental
anxieties. Some few instances are given of its occur-
rence before the age of thirty. It is, however, very
seldom observed before the age of thirty-five; far
more frequently in those approximating fifty, and in
still more advanced life. It belongs to those hetero-
logous changes in the .assimilation of the tissues
which proclaim declension of vital power, and are in-
timately associated with age. There is no reason
for believing that one class is more prone to it, or
enjoys a greater immunity from it, than another
We meet with it in persons occupying every social
position-in the well-nourished, as well as in the half-
starved; in those who live in the country, as well as
those who live in cities.
In the great majority of examples, it is primary

cancer which affects the stomach. This organ may,
it is true, be the seat of the secondary form.; but
such cases are mere exceptions to a great general
rule. The lymphatic glands may become contami.
nated by the presence of the disease in neighbouring
viscera; as, for example, when the head of the pan-
creas, the liver, the spleen, the omentum. or mesen.
tery, are affected. Some pathologists have affirmed
that it is the colloid variety which is most generally
found in the stomach. It would, I think, more cor-
rectly express the fact, if we say that it is the scirrho-
colloid which is most frequently met with in that
particular situation-the hard, fibred basic substance
upon which is superimposed the gelatiniform, locular
mass. Colloid may and does coexist with the villous,
encephaloid, and melanotic forms; but these com.
binations are not nearly so often observed. The car-
cinomatous matter is infiltrated into the areolar
tissue; because, in such loose and comparatively un-
resisting structure, it there finds less opposition to
its deposit. In the course of time, the muscular and
other tissues become encroached upon, and cancerous
cells are formed within the muscular filamentous
sheaths, the molecular constituents of the muscles
being absolutely displaced and occupied by the new
formations. One of the great characteristics of car-
cinoma is displacement and occupation. The pro-
duct which is substituted not only does not possess
the secernent capabilities of the parts removed, but
it gravely interferes with the functions of the organ
or organs which it has selected as its habitat. Again,
the vitiated secretions, which are poured out into a
hollow viscus, confer additional disorder. Carcinoma
of the stomach fully illustrates this evil. The large
jelly-like mass, by mixing its perverted exudations
with the gastric juice, so injuriously operates upon
the normal qualities of that fluid as to render it quite
unequal to the due performance of its office; hence
one cause of the sour ejections, the dyspepsia, the
occasional attacks of diarrhea, and that gradual
diminution of flesh and strength, which an impaired
chyme must inevitably produce. The encephaloid
variety grows most rapidly; the scirrhous most slowly.
Scirrhus and colloid may exist in the stomach for
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